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Name: Association of Lawyers for Children  

 

Details: The Association of Lawyers for Children (“ALC”) is a national 

association of lawyers working in the field of children law. It has over 1300 

members, mainly solicitors and family law barristers who represent children, 

parents and other adult parties, or local authorities. Other legal practitioners and 

academics are also members. Its Executive Committee members are drawn from 

a wide range of experienced practitioners practicing in different areas of the 

country.  Several leading members are specialists with over 20 years experience 

in children law, including local government legal services. Many have written 

books and articles and lectured about aspects of children’s law, and several hold 

judicial office. The ALC exists to promote access to justice for children and young 

people within the legal system in England and Wales in the following ways:  

 

(i) lobbying in favour of establishing properly funded legal 

mechanisms to enable all children and young people to have 

access to justice;  

 

(ii) lobbying against the diminution of such mechanisms;  

 

(iii) providing high quality legal training, focusing on the needs of 

lawyers and non-lawyers concerned with cases relating to the 

rights, welfare, health and development of children;  

 

(iv) providing a forum for the exchange of information and views 

involving the development of the law in relation to children and 

young people;  

 

(v) being a reference point for members of the profession, Governmental 

organisations and pressure groups interested in children law and practice.  

 

The ALC is automatically a stakeholder in respect of all government 

consultations pertaining to law and practice in the field of children law.   
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The ALC welcomes this opportunity to contribute to the review of the destination 

of family appeals. Our members are constantly involved in proceedings, 

concerning children.  They advise and represent local authorities, parents, 

children and other family members, so collectively they have substantial 

experience and expertise in this area.  

 

1. What is your view on extending further the appeals being moved from 

the Court of Appeal (those from decisions of Circuit Judges Recorders 

sitting in the family court in certain family proceedings) to be heard by 

a High Court Judge sitting in the High Court?  

Subject to our comments below about the exceptions, we do not object to 

this proposal in principle.  We note that it is thought that this “may” reduce 

delay and look to the Lord Chancellor to ensure that the proposed reduction 

in judicial input is balanced by a reduction in delay.   

Another relevant factor is the location of hearings.  These proposals will 

mainly affect private law proceedings, where there has been a large increase 

in the number of litigants in person.  Attending an appeal hearing in London 

before a bench of 2 or 3 judges is daunting for an unrepresented party from 

the provinces.  Allocation of these appeals to Family Division judges will 

provide the opportunity for the hearings to take place much closer to the 

parties’ homes and will help to make the process less intimidating.  We are 

aware that the geographical allocation of appeals is outside the scope of this 

consultation, but we urge the Lord Chancellor to take this opportunity to 

ensure that appeals to Family Division judges are heard on circuit whenever 

possible. 

 

2. What is your view about the appeals from decisions of Circuit Judges 

and Recorders sitting in the family court which are to remain with the 

Court of Appeal and be excepted from the new proposal for re-routing? 

Should appeals from decisions in any other family proceedings also 

remain with the Court of Appeal?  

We agree that it is more important for public law proceedings to remain in the 

Court of Appeal, given that these proceedings, unlike private law 
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proceedings, routinely concern state interference in family life.  We do not 

suggest that any other broad categories of proceedings should remain in the 

Court of Appeal, but we make some comments below about the specific 

types of proceedings that should be included in the definition of “public law 

proceedings”. 

 

3. Appeals from decisions of a Circuit Judge or Recorder in proceedings 

under para 19(1) of Schedule 2 to the Children Act 1989 are remaining 

with the Court of Appeal as they are linked to proceedings under Parts 

4 and 5 of the Children Act 1989. Should appeals from decisions of a 

Circuit Judge or Recorder sitting in the family court made in any other 

proceedings included in the definition of “public law proceedings” for 

Rule purposes set out in Annex C remain routed to the Court of 

Appeal?  

An application for a child arrangements order in relation to a child who is the 

subject of a care order, if granted, has the effect of discharging the care 

order (CA 1989 s91(1)).  It should therefore be grouped with an application 

for discharge of a care order ie any appeal should stay in the Court of 

Appeal.  The same applies to an application for a special guardianship order 

in relation to a child who is the subject of a care order (s91(5A)).   These 

applications have a public law “flavour”, but are strictly speaking brought 

under Part 2 of CA 1989 (s10 for CAO and 14A for SGO), so would not be 

caught by the proposed new rule.  We consider that express provision should 

be made for them. 

We are also concerned about secure accommodation orders under section 

25, which falls into Part 3.  In section 25 proceedings, the court is considering 

whether to incarcerate children (usually teenagers but sometimes younger) 

who have not been convicted of, or even charged with, any offence.  This 

represents a serious interference by the state in the lives of the child and 

their family and ought to be treated on the same basis as Part 4 and 5 

proceedings. 
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4. Should an appeal from the decision of a Circuit Judge or Recorder 

sitting in the family court relating to contempt be routed to the High 

Court as proposed? Should appeals against decisions of a Circuit 

Judge or Recorder relating to contempt which are made during 

proceedings under Parts 4 or 5 of or paragraph 19 of Schedule 2 to the 

Children Act 1989 or under the Adoption and Children Act 2002 remain 

with the Court of Appeal and so become one of the exceptions in article 

2A(2) of the draft Destination Order?  

 We would suggest that, where alleged contempt arises within current 

proceedings where any appeal would lie to the Court of Appeal, any appeal 

against an order in relation to contempt should also lie to the Court of 

Appeal.  This is for two reasons: 

 It avoids the possibility of two appeals in the same proceedings being 

allocated to different tribunals 

 In reality, issues of contempt and welfare are often inextricably linked 

– for example, where a parent’s defence to a breach of an order is to 

say that the order is not in the child’s best interests and should be 

varied.  The first instance tribunal would be able to look at the issues 

in the round and the appellate tribunal should be in a position to do 

likewise. 

 

5.  Are you satisfied with the proposed transitional arrangements in the 

draft Destination Order?  

Yes 

 

6.    Please provide any additional comments you may have.  

 We have no other comments. 
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